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nov election issues aired

editor's note—the TRAIL sees a need for the student body to be aware of
certain issues in the surrounding community and state which involve
individuals once they leave campus. Nov. 4 will bring many candidates and
issues before Washington State voters

by paula plamondon

Initiative 314 is a citizen proposed measure that would levy a 12 percent

corporate profit or income tax on corporations doing business in Washington
State. If approved by the voters on November 4, the fee would begin to be
levied January 1, 1976.
The purpose of the tax is to raise money for public school funding. The
measure was born out of last spring's levy failures in some Washington state
school districts. The levy failures were due, in part, to citizen discontent with
increasing property tax levels; property taxes being the main funding source
for public schools in this state. It is estimated that the tax would raise about
$180 to $200 million annually. Revenue collected would be deposited in a
special account in the state General Fund to be expended specifically for
public education-. This special fund would eliminate the necessity for some
special millages. These millages were originally proposed to fund special
projects but have come increasingly to be maintenance levies because of the
fewer and fewer state dollars available to local school districts. Costs of
operating schools are increasing and the public is looking for another source of
revenue to tap.
Opponents of the tax make the claim that there is no assurance that any of

"Give a hoot, don't pollute" — but vote on Nov. 4.
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the taxes now collected for school funding would be lowered. They also state
that the passage of Initiative 314 could result in the loss of jobs in Washington
because of the heavy tax burden on corporations and that any tax increase to
business will be passed on to the consumers in the form of price increases for
goods manufactured in Washington State.
Proponents of the tax say that the actual tax increase to corporations, after
allowing for federal deduction of the tax, is about 6 percent rather than 12
percent and would keep more tax dollars in Washington State rather than going
to Washington, D.C. to be spent by the federal government.
Forty-five of the other 49 states already levy a similar tax on corporations
doing business in their states, according to Dr. Bill Baarsma, professor of
public administration at UPS.
Initiative 314 is supported by the League of Women Voters, the Tacoma
School Board and Pierce County Democratic Central Committee.
Senate Joint Resolution 127 - Proposed Constitutional Amendment ballot
wording: "Shall a commission be created to fix all legislative salaries and
legislators' eligibility for election to other offices be expanded?"
This measure would create an independent commission to fix salaries of
legislators subject to review and nullification by the people by referendum.
Enabling legislation would specify the way in which approximately 40% of the
commission would be appointed. Not less than 60% of the commission would
be chosen by lot from the registered voters of the state, with one member for
each congressional district. Confirmation of these selections would be by a
superior court judge. Any person found to be unable to properly serve by
reason of prejudice, special interests or incompetency would be replaced by
another person chosen in the same manner.
SJR 127 would also remove the restriction on legislators to be elected to
other public offices which were created, or the salary of which was increased

Dr. Murray Johnson (left), Tim Moore and Steve Jeffries look over the shoulder of Steve Penland as he works on a project in the Puget Sound Museum of Natural History.
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to the voters for setting their own salaries to maintain accountability to the
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voters. They feel the creation of a commission to do so would not be

by karl ohls

is. I just get impatient at times," he grins.

Natural History on the third floor of Thompson Hall. A

The university does provide space, some equipment

student works at a table, slitting the abdomen of a Yellow

and utility maintenance. A lot of the funds come from

Pine Chipmunk, extracting the insides, and stuffing it

donations.
The museum, with its collection of about 20,000

with balls of cotton to make a perfect study specimen.
Friday afternoon from 2 pm to 5 pm is the only time

mammals and 18,000 to 20,000 birds, carries some

the museum, with the largest collection northwest of

prestige, is useful for classes and attracts grants. In the

Berkeley, is regularly open. But even that is somewhat

long run it could also attract various professional people

"iffy."
"We have no full-time personnel," explains Dr. Murray

to the science department, thinks Johnson.
The museum is set up for research, not display. The

Johnson, the curator of Mammals. "We're the only

collection is kept in rows of wooden cabinets containing

museum of this size and importance, with a top-grade

long drawers. A researcher finds the cabinet he wants and

collection, that doesn't have one or two full-time people."

pulls out the drawer with the desired specimen on it.

Johnson feels the full-time people are needed to look

Most of the collection comes from Washington,

after the always-expanding collection, arrange for
bonafide scientists to borrow specimens from it, answer

Oregon, Idaho, British Columbia and Alaska.
Former UPS Science Professor James R. Slater

letters, take care of school groups and handle information

unofficially started the museum before World War Two

calls from the general public.

with his ornithologycollection. In 1948 it was established
and bylaws were set up. The museum is overseen by an

Johnson does not expect to get the employees because
of the general tight money situation.

independent executive board.

"All over the country museums are the first things

It is unusual for a school UPS's size to have such a

cut," he said. He also notes that the museum is not

museum.
"We simply had the people to build it and the

directly related to the UPS science department.
"We do have a commitment from the University to
support the museum," continued Johnson. "The only
difference of. opilior.t is over how much that commitment

university to support it," explains Johnson.
This year it is being run by donated labor and two
part-time workers.
....

during that legislator's term of office.
The opponents' argument is that legislators should accept the responsibility

answerable to anyone.
Proponents state that a conflict of interest for legislators would be
eliminated and that salaries would be established on a professional,
nonpartisan, non-political basis.
Initiative 316 ballot wording: "Shall the death penalty be mandatory in

the case of aggravated murder in the first degree?"
This controversial topic will be on the ballot for voter action. The passage
of the initiative would add a new section to State law making mandatory a
maximum penalty of death for persons convicted of aggravated murder in the
first degree. Included in this classification are: murder of law enforcement
officers or firefighters; murder by inmates of state correctional institutions;
murder by a person hired to commit murder and the person soliciting a person
to commit murder; murder to conceal a crime; multiple murder; or murder in
the commission or as a result of kidnap or rape.
The deterrence of crime

is one of the main issues in this campaign.

Proponents of Initiative 316 argue that the measure will deter heinous murder
and rebalance the scales of justice. Opponents react to the "mandatory" clause
of the Initiative as barbaric and imitating rather than helping the convicted
murderer.
A "yes" vote will cause the reinstatement of the death penalty, a "no"
vote will maintain the present practice of a maximum of life imprisonment for
murder.
House Joint Resolution 19 - Proposed Constitutional Amendment
ballot wording: "Shall Washington's Constitution be amended to permit
governmental assistance for students of all educational institutions limited by
the federal government?"
The passage of this amendment would allow Washington State to provide
continued on page 2
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ups monies boosts hjr19

basic opportunity grants available

At the October 28 ASUPS Senate meeting, Section 8 of the ASUPS Bylaws
requiring Senate approval of all contracts of over $1,000 before presidential
signature and expenditure was deleted by unanimous vote. Planning of

What is a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant?
If you don't know, you might be missing the chance
to receive funds from the Federal Government to help
pay part of your college expenses.
According to the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, organizers of the grant program, the Basic
Educational Grant is an award. Unlike a loan, it doesn't
have to be repaid by the recipient. It is estimated that
during the 1975-1976 academic year, the grants will range
between $50 and $800.
Basic Grants are available to those students who began
their college education after April 1, 1973. The grant is
presently limited to college freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors.
According to Mr. Lewis E. Dibble of the UPS
Financial Aid Department, the grants are based on a
Federal formula applied to all students across the
country, which measures the inability of a family to meet

The government grants are intended to be the basis of

programs, especially lectures, concerts, boogies and dances was hampered by

a financial aid unit and may be used with other types of

this process. The action was taken to give program heads more flexibility while

financial aid in order to meet the total cost of a student's

still providing a check on contracts by presidential approval.

college education.
The Financial Aid Department says that statistical

Committee. Sally Wood was appointed as alternate to the Judicial Board.

information developed by the Financial Aid staff

Joe Opray, Dave Cardeiro and Jim Brown were appointed to the Finance
The budget for Hui-O-Hawaii, approved October 21 at $570, was raised to

indicates that not all eligible students have applied for the

$1,000 to provide for additional costs to be incurred by the luau during Spring

Educational Grant.
The application for determination of the grants for

Weekend.

the 1975-1976 yea, may be obtained through the

approved by the Senate. Also concerning HJR 19, Executive Vice President

An appropriation of $300 as a donation to the HJR 19 campaign was

Financial Aids office, Jones Hall, room 108. Students

Michael Wiesmann announced that the RJR 19 Committee was sending a

should complete the form and submit it according to the

mailing to parents of UPS students urging them to vote for the constitutional

instructions found in the application. Your eligibility will

amendment. He also stated that he was arranging for Washington students to

be determined by the Federal Government and within

be able to phone their parents toll free to urge them to vote for the

four weeks you will receive notification from the Grant

amendment.

Center as to whether or not you qualify.

The football challenge between the TRAIL and the Senate was scheduled

Remember students, it will take only a dime to mail

for 11:00 am Wednesday, November 5.

the application and a little of your time.

full educational expenses.

a word or two

election issues aired

white opposes hjr

19 donation by asups

As your Business Vice-President, I try to
perform the duties given me by your vote and the
Constitution as conscientiously as possible. When
issues come up--I seek your opinion. When action
is passed--I inform you. That is the purpose of this
letter: to inform you of how Senate plans to spend
some of your money. In particular, a Senate action
which I did not agree with.
I am writing about the Senate vote last
Tuesday night--narrowly passed in an 8 to 7 roll
call vote--to donate $300 to the HJR 19 campaign.
Let me state that I feel HJR 19 has merit and
may prove beneficial to UPS yet I do not feel that
this warrants financial support from the ASUPS.
Students are already working: canvassing, speaking
and assisting in other ways. This is an individual
choice and that is how political involvement
should be.
This is one of the main reasons why I am
against financial support of HJR 19. If any one
person wants to contribute, he or she can and
should. But what right has the Student Senate to
give ASUPS money to a political campaign? That
is carrying representation a bit too far: physical
and financial support are two different things in
the minds of students and too few representatives
realize this. Further, just because "every other
school does it" is no justification for UPS to get
involved. (Must we merely follow the direction of
others just to make ourselves look good?) I--and
others--say no! We should do at UPS what is best
for ourselves and not place primary importance on
how others perceive us. (May I also add that the
Board of Trustees donated --maybe for tax
reasons--individually rather than collectively. This
point was aptly brought up by Senator Bobbi
Wyckoff to the extent that we could contribute
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individually if we desired. I therefore query: has it
become easier for us to spend students' money
than our own?)
An even greater reason why I opposed financial
support to HJR 19 is that I feel if we must spend
reserves--which are at an all-time low and should
be conserved-it should be for programs here at
UPS. Not saying that I am necessarily for or
against any of these entities, but I know many
students who are working very hard for KUPS to
go FM, who were disappointed when Crosscurrents
and other groups were not funded and who would
like to see greater allocations for their own group.
Now I am supposed to rationalize to these
groups--most of which are deserving and have
student support--that: "Oh, ASB doesn't have any
money for you. Yes, we gave HJR 19 $300."
Needless to say, the Senate has put me in a very
difficult position.
Thus I appeal to you for your understanding so
that you are aware of my position when the
irateness permeates thought and the ASB Office.
If you really are concerned let me and other
Senators kncw immediately. Unfortunately it may
be too late to halt this action, but I honestly feel
that all of us should be responsive to you, as
students. I further believe that I acted according to
student desires and my own best judgment.
The Student Senate spends your money almost
every week. I and others are willing to and do
listen to you. We hope that we acted as you would
have us act. As for those who did not, that is for
you to decide and act upon.
most sincerely,
becky white
asups business vice-president

SUNSHINE BREAKFAST SPECIAL
89 SERVED FROM 6-10 AM

continued from page 1
aid to students of private education to the same extent allowed by the Federal
government. The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of
state-awarded tuition loans to students and construction loans to private
higher education as well as bus transportation, hot lunches, textbooks, and
other services to students of private or sectarian primary, elementary and
secondary schools.
Opponents of the measure speak to the separation of church and state issue
and the potential extra expense of funds for private education students.
Proponents argue that the passage of the amendment would continue the
competitive system of education by offering students a choice between
educational facilities as well as bringing Washington State's constitution in line
with the federal constitution.
The measure is supported by the ASUPS Senate
Referendum 35 ballot wording: "Shall the Governor, in filling U.S. Senate
vacancies, be limited to the same political party as the former incumbent?"
Currently, if a vacancy occurred in the office of a Washington State U.S.
Senator, the Governor could appoint a person to fill that vacancy until the
next state general election without consideration of party affiliation. General
state elections can occur in either odd- or even-numbered years, making the
maximum time an appointee could serve approximately 12 months.
The Referendum, if adopted would force the Governor to fill the vacancy
by appointment of a person trom the same political party as the former
senator. In filling the vacancy, the Governor would be limited to a series of
three names submitted to him by the State Central Committee of the former
incumbent's party. The appointee would serve in the position until the next
general election held in an even-numbered year, increasing the appointed term
to a maximum of approximately 27 months.
Proponents, including Washington Senators Warren Magnuson and Henry
Jackson point to the standardization of appointments and to the retention of
the basic philosophy of the former incumbent as main features of the measure.
Opponents state that Referendum 35 would allow unelected political
"bosses" of the party Central committees to control the appointment to the
vacancy. They say it would potentially exclude well-qualified candidates of
another political party or non - party affiliated persons. They also point to the
potential 27 month delay in election of a successor by the people of
Washington as a drawback of the Referendum.
A "yes" vote would cause appointments to be filled by a person of the
same party as the former incumbent, a "no" vote would continue the existing
practice of disregard of political affiliation.
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crossroads africa offers cultural experience
One out of every ten persons on

"Africa-Watchers" as the forerunner

Academic credit for the full eight

the earth is African--can you name

of the Peace Corps, Crossroads Africa

weeks can also be obtained through
the university.

one? Crossroads Africa is once again

was founded in 1958 "to bring about

asking and offering American

a heightened awareness in the African

students the opportunity to

continent." Crossroads has expressly

For volunteers Crossroads Africa

experience and perhaps add to the

operated without focusing any

seeks people flexible, easily adaptable

African environment.

political, cultural, or religious

in foreign environments (preferably

world-view on Africa, but has students

with experience), who can accept

"Crossroads Africa is a privately

African art, communication or
community development are also
important to the applicant.
Work-camp projects are defined

funded, non-profit organization

from all disciplines willing to learn

responsibility and be willing to

dedicated to furthering crosscultural

from and adapt with African culture.

contribute to very non-Western

communication and awarness'', says

1976 Crossroads is offering, for

communal life. "In the past,

by howard bowman
difficulty in finding applicants fluent
in French", says Longland. The cost

$1500 for

by the African community and

of Crossroads Africa ,

include "anything from construction

1976, reflects a $100 increase in

of a school to working in a youth

Africa charter prices, but is,

hospital". Crossroads' self-projected

according to Longland "the least

goal is not development as such, but

expensive program sending people to

"understanding the African

Africa". French-speaking students

situation" and indirectly its relation

will find their abilities at a premium

Associate Dean Mary Longland.

the first time, acedemically and

"Each summer a number of accepted

professionally oriented programs.

because of too little cross-cultural

to development: Each work-camp

in Crossroads Africa--they are needed

students spend six weeks in African

"Students", says Longland "may

experience--even for the seasoned

both as "project leaders" and

applicants have been turned down

work-camps-working with African

n ow have the opportunity to

traveler, being quickly immersed in

experience is followed by two weeks
of travel through Africa.

counterparts in various community

concentrate in African art,

an African communal village can be a

"The two biggest problems for

Students interested in Crossroads

projects".

community planning, or the African

shock", says Longland. Strong

Crossroads Africa are the monetary

Africa should contact Dean Darrell

media and health care challenge".

interest or expertise in agriculture,

hassles f or students, and the

Reeck at extension 3266.

Considered by many

Weekday
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Accompanied by
The Mighty
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AND FACULTY

Wurlitzer
- PIZZA Large

Irrawidual

3.25

KING OF KINGS

4.55

5.95

"community workers."

homecoming
overall success
by Jeffrey g katz
Was Homecoming a success or
failure? This was the question asked
to this year's Homecoming
Chairperson, Robin Chandler.
"Considering the obstacles the
Homecoming Committee had to go
up against," said Chandler, "it went
well."
Chandler stated, "The primary
obstacle was the week that was
chosen for Homecoming. It was

Eve' vthing but the Moldier

3.25

PERILS OF PAULINE

4.55

5.95

Everything except shrimp and anchovies

011R GANG

3.25

4.55

5.95

2.75

3.95

5.25

2.75

3.95

5.25

2.75
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45

3.95
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

5.25
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75

2.45

3.50

4.75

All of the meats

THE SHEIK

mid-term week and it was hard to
drag people away from their studies
to get them involved with the
Homecoming activities."
Chandler continued to say there
were other conflicting points. "All

Vegetarian

THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Mushroom, shrimp, olives

CANADIAN BACON AND TOMATOES
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI
SALAMI
SMOKED HAM
LINGUICA
Portuguese sausage

GROUND BEEF
With or without onion

2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
1.95

BLACK OLIVE
MUSHROOM
SHRIMP
ANCHOVY
GREEN PEPPERS
CHEESE - a delightful blend

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.90

4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75
3.95

but six of the living groups had
something scheduled for the night of
the songfest, which in turn, caused
the cancellation of the event."
As for student participation and
enthusiasm, Chandler stated, "As far
as far as the living groups turning out
representatives, the enthusiasm was
pretty goodl"
According to Chandler, "The
sprint parade was a success because
people participated and enthusiasm
was high. The lectures and the
Cartoon festival went very well. Two
hundred people showed up for the
Homecoming Dance and the concert
was a success."
Chandler says "One of the main
problems that the Committee had
was getting the information out to all

- SYMPHONY OF SANDWICHES HAM - TURKEY - ROAST BEEF - VEGETARIAN
Served with Swiss Cheese, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts

Si 20

committee had to go through a
$.65

SALADS

$45

SOUP OF THE DAY

- BEVERAGES

-

DRAFT BEER - LIGHT OR DARK - PITCHER OR MU
WINE - LITER, HALF LITER OR GLASS
COFFEE, MILK AND SOFT DRINKS

parts of the campus. There was a
mix-up of information and the
period of publicity correcting. They
had to redistribute information that
people should already have had."
Chandler summarized, "Over-all,
Homecoming was as much as could
be expected for this time of year.
Ideally, one hopes for total
University

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX

Call 565-3848 for Pizza to Take Home
2014 Mildred West (19th & Mildred), Tacoma, Was

The Mighty Wurlitzer is played da
Lunch Music
11:30

1:30, Monday thru Friday

Dinner music
Sunday, 5 to 10
Monday thru Thursday, 6 to 11
Friday and Saturday, 6 to 1 a.m.

participation and
enthusiasm."
The results of the Homecoming
Contests are: Queen -Eileen Galt,
King- Robert Schwyzer and float
compet;on- Tri Delts and Phi Delts.
The Cheech and Chong Concert
attracted 2700 people, 1200 of
which were UPS students.

vote
yes

hjr 19
space donated by UPS TRAIL
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looking into the campus media and

thought process used
John Wong said the
problem-solving group he was a
member of used the reflective
thinking process to arrive at the seven
recommendations they presented to

three students gathering student

by karl ohls

input on various issues.
The suggestions were the products
of a group project in Dr. Gary
Peterson's CTA class.
In the reflective thinking process,

the Student Senate October 21 on

said Wong, one states the problem,

how to improve communications

defines it, analyzes it, establishes

with the students.

criteria to judge the solution by,
proposes the solution, selects the best

Basically the recommendations
were; publish and distribute the
Senate minutes, establish a hotline on
K UPS, revive student forum,
publicize ASUPS events, get a press
spokesman, work on improving

solution as defined by the criteria

opinions.

terrors ton ight

by sandy smith

"If you picked apart our

Happy Halloween ! Time for Trick

sociology methodology you'd

or Treat and Haunting fun! If you're

probably find it full of holes," said

in the mood for lots of tricks and a

It all happens just one block from

Wong.

real treat, get in the spirit and come

campus at 13th and N. Alder. If you

witches and other assorted demented
demons.

The next step, said group member

to the UPS Haunted House tonight.

missed opening night last night be

Raquel Heuston, "was to hash out

The Haunted House held at what

sure not to miss the excitement

what we found. Then we followed

was formerly Langlow House, now

tonight! Witching time is from 8 to

reflective thinking and the solutions

known as Sigma Chi House, has been

10 pm. Admission is $.25 for

came out."

a huge success for the past two years.

students and children and

This year the Haunted House is

adults.

Senate and group member Joe

$.50 for

Opray is optimistic the

presented by Sigma Chi, the Tri Delts

Just show up at the front door

To gather data, the group split up

recommendations will be put into

and Independents. Working together

and the spirits will give you a

with two students interviewing

effect. He said he talked to a number

they have come up with a thrilling,

haunting good time guaranteed to

of Senators who liked the ideas.

chilling affair complete with ghouls

fulfill all your Halloween

Presenting them was the first step.

and goblins, vampires and vverewolfs,

expectations! Be there--if you dare!

'and implements the solution.

ASUPS members, two students

ASUPS's image, and solicit student
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A beautifully-built, beautifully-priced stereo turntable with fully automatic
return mechanism and anti-skating device.

Quality on a budget? You can do with Pioneer, and the PL-15D-11
stereo turntable is ample evidence. A very high quality unit with
advanced and important features, the PL-15D-it is the perfect
turntable for you if you're just now moving into the wonderful
world of stereo components. The features include a 4-pole synchronous motor, automatic return, reliable belt-drive mechanism,
anti-skating device, viscous-damped cueing device — and all this
for an unusually modest price. Moreover, the PL-15 D-1.1 delivers
quality performance specifications, like low wow and flutter (no
more than 0.08% WRMS) and excellent signal-to-noise ratio (more
than 48dB). Quality and economy always go together when you
choose Pioneer.
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editor refutes annis cover-u P accusations
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The TRAIL is not involved in a coverup. But
perhaps UPS professor Leroy Annis who made
I such a charge is.
Annis, who teaches English at the university,
issued a one page flier on October 21, 1975,
throughout the campus, entitled "TRAI L involved
in coverup." The flier referred to research done by
the TRAIL regarding the report made by the Ad
Hoc Committee researching the tragic St. Helens
event last April 25 which killed five UPS students.
The TRAI L published an article entitled "study
reviews mountain tragedy" in the October 3 issue
as a result of investigation.
The professor charged that the TRAIL is
involved in a coverup, that there is no freedom of
the press at UPS. He attacked the TRAI L for
refusing to print two statements he made
concerning his opinion of the tragedy.
Well-known for his vociferous protests at the
university, Annis, who teaches the Winterim
"Survival" class, wrote a letter on October 3 which
accused the TRAIL of preventing an honest
exchange of opinion and denying the public's right
to hear.
For several weeks before October 3, the
TRAIL researched the Ad Hoc Committee
findings, realizing the seriousness involved in the
research and the need to avoid such tragedy and
insure student safety in future climbing classes.
Last spring, Annis had been asked to join the
committee by President Philip Phibbs, but had
refused. Since he has, however, voiced strong
opinion concerning committee findings, the
TRAIL contacted him during the course of
research. Others with strong opinions were also
contacted, including Terri Carpenter, a student
who was involved in the Avalanche. Carpenter
made a statement which covered many of the same
points outlined by Annis.
The choice of campsite seemed to be the main
focus of Annis' first statement to the TRAIL. He
wrote:
"I think there should be no doubt in anyone's
mind that the camp was pitched in a high-potential
avalanche area. There was no good reason why
such a site should have been .utilized no
I can
that
extenuating circumstances
cov r .. . to wit, com etent leadership would

have saved five lives."
This statement seemed little more than the
judgmental criticism of one professor with
experience in climbing made by another professor
also experienced in climbing. Since good
journalism does not entail publishing personal
arguments concerning professional discrepancy, the
TRAIL asked Annis for a second statement.
His second statement said:
"No one in a position of leadership should
establish camp where the UPS climbing class did in
fact camp. The law of gravity has never been
repealed; the site is directly in the fall line under
masses of steep ice and snow that by nature come
down from time to time, particularly during the
spring. Twenty-six years of experience with
mountains in general and St Helens in particular
lead me to conclude that anyone camping where
the climbing class camped in particular would
sooner or later have to contend with avalanche."
As editor, I am concerned with libel laws and
the possibility of a lawsuit against myself, the
TRAIL, the ASUPS, and the University, as well as
Ann is.
Defamation is defined as communication which
exposes a person to hatred, ridicule, or contempt,
lowers him in the esteem of his fellows, causes him
to be shunned, or injures him in his business or
calling. Its categories are libel– broadly, printed, or
written material; and slander–broadly, spoken
words.
With this definition in mind, I questioned the
possibility of whether Annis' statements would
injure Harmon Jones in his business or calling--i.e.
climbing class instructor.
Since our research had uncovered statements
by others which brought up the same points as
Annis had, I chose not to use his statements and
instead used comments by Carpenter and
committee member Virginia Soule.
Regarding the campsite Carpenter wrote:
"As for the campsite, it is now quite clearly a
poor location, having crevasses on all sides, being
below several large seracs, and located on, or to
close to the forsyth glacier. If we can accept the
fact that it is not a safe place perhaps other people
will also avoid it in the future."
The TRAIL article of October 3, also included

question:

big business or public health?
Dear Editor,
After so much publicity has
exemplified the Tacoma Smelter
in terms of a health hazard, and
other so-called authorities
exonerate their emission, one
begins to wonder where our
values, lie in big business
production or in the health of
the public?
Must we forlornly stand by
and watch this battle of wits
helplessly?
Do we not have any words to
utter; or is this decision going to
be left to talented arbitrators
who will eventually base their
decisions on "present day"
findings? Meanwhile emissions
of arsenic and sulfur dioxide are
still being inhaled by multitudes
of men, women and children.
As an ex-Smelter electrician
helper I more than realize the
hazards of coming in contact
with arsenic which varies in its
harmfulness according to the
individual. Some of these
hazards are: sores in and around
facial respirators, and on any
exposed part of the body;
internal irritation (throat and
lungs); a sore and bleeding nose
due the arsenic irritation of
delicate membranes in the nose.
These ailments are not a very
pretty sight to behold. Certainly

Abe .SmeLtel& Safety. Department

ft/5

due to arsenic or why are the
workers "told" to wear nose and
facial salves, "monkey suits"
( ov e ralls), respirators, safety
glasses and gloves?
If the individual worker has
sensitive skin or sweats
profusely, he is not to work in
the Arsenic Department at all--a
Smelter rule! Ironically, due to
these factors, and as a discredit
to Smelter arguments, aware
Smelter workers fight to abstain
from duty in this department.
Aren't these known ailments
enough to discourage arsenic
emissions or must we perhaps
wait out the bigger issues in long
court battles to decide if there is
a link between arsenic and
cancer, whereas we shall
continue to be the hopeless
victims of a stubborn minority
of high paid Smelter
administrators and supervisors
who • continually, provide us
with doubletalk.
The smelter's primary
concern it seems, is in areas of
monetary values. This variance
they so desperately need will not
in the near future end over
present dilemma-pollution. To
do this they would have to shut
the plant partially down while
the anti-pollution work is being
done. I do not expect that Mr.
Labbe would excuse the profits
vihich—would. . be lost in this

Nevertheless,
evidence of
arsenic is still in the ground and
air at Ruston Elementary
School, and contents of it are in
surrounding areas. The sun seeks
an unwelcome refuge due to the
smoky sulfur dioxide in the
daytime, and at night reverb
furnaces are turned loose
(admitted to me by a reverb
foreman), and billows of the
stacks smoke fall on unassuming
victims. Only unwelcome odors
are evident in a fog. Are we to
be fooled by such devious
tactics? We have the right to
expect clean air and fair play!
The decision of the Pollution
Cortrol Board could well be the
proving-ground of future
decisions on pollution and big
business. If the Smelter is
exonerated from their primary
responsibility of safe-guarding
the health of our citizens from
hazardous emission and
potential lethal amounts of
carcinogens, (to be decided), our
very way of life and its "
democratic" system is more than
threatened. We will wait for a
decision, but today the Smelter's
insults still float in haphazard
fashion according to the winds
direction. Look up and watch it.
peter j. sluka
Quit Tacoma Smelter June 1972
due to the health hazard
On record at Tacoma Smelter
' (refer to survival 75 page 61

"Soule felt that the campsite was located in (in
a later issue corrected to beneath) broken ice and
in a proximity too close to the channel of the
Forsyth Glacier, thus in an area vulnerable to
avalanche activity. She questioned the camp
location and said that less vulnerable campsites
were available within 15 minutes of the crevasse
needed for the rescue practice."
These statements appear to point up the same
questions raised by Annis and perhaps do so more
objectively and succinctly.
Finally, the letter Annis wrote was not printed
because I thought that it was an expression of
criticism to me personally, not a letter to the
editor.
In a telephone conversation with the professor
on October 21, following distribution of the flier,
I pointed out that I believed the main points of his

statement(s) had been covered in theTRAIL
article. He replied that he had additional
information regarding the tragedy, that had to
come out, but that since the TRAI L had not
published either of his statements, this
"uncovered" information "would undoubtedly
not be printed either."
I reject Ann is's contention that the TRAIL has
been involved in a cover-up on several counts.
First, virtually all of his criticisms were adequately
represented by comments quoted in the TRAI L
from other sources. Secondly, I quarrel with
Annis's definition of "strong journalism." In my
mind, strong journalism is fair journalism--that
which honestly portrays findings of all persons
involved in a particular incident. The TRAIL made
every effort to accomplish this in the St. Helen's
issue. Thirdly, I refuse to use a newspaper funded
by students for students to present a one-person
minority report–especially in view of the fact that
Annis was invited to officially sit with the Ad Hoc
Committee and refused to do so.

editorial

anna hibbard
editor

ultimate crime ultimate penalty

Dear Editor,
There are times in our lives
when we must reason beyond
our emotions if we are to
survive. Clearly this is one of
those times---I am referring to
the necessity of the passage of
Initiative 316.
The arguments against this
initiative seem to rely on three
major premises: 11emotion,
2) sarcasm, and 31misleading
statements. Time and time again
I hear the protest, "But statistics
prove that capital punishment
does not deter crime!" I think
we are letting "facts" and
emotions cloud the issue. Surely
the knowledge that a murderer
may lose his/her own life for
committing the crime is going to
stop someone from doing just
that. In the midst of scientific
technology, psychological
studies, and statistical "facts" (I
use that term with tongue. in
cheek as anyone familiar with
statistical manipulation will
understand), it is often necessary
to slow down and use our
common sense, lest we lose it.
We are rational animals to the
extent that we do not let our
emotions overrule our reason,
and irrational to the extent that
we do.
It is my belief that anyone
sick enough to take an innocent
human life is beyond the realm

o f• VP YAtia t 4e1 p .

Furthermore, by unlawfully
taking an innocent human life,
the murderer has denied himself
the right to his own life. To
paraphrase a Tacoma man who
wrote in the "Letter Box" of the
TNT last week: Neither the
judge nor the jury condemns the
murderer; rather, he condemns
himself by committing the act.
We are going to have to have
the death penalty sooner or
later. The real issue at hand is:
Do we want it now or are we
going to wait until the murder
problem is totally out of hand?
Murder is the ultimate crime,
and should carry the ultimate
penalty. Vote FOR Initiative

316.

terry meurs

use
common
sense
Dear Editor,
In answer to the physics
department's (i.e. Bert Brown)
letter I would like to point out
that although no one can predict
when mountains will come
"unglued", with experience and
common sense one can avoid
areas where the potential
hazards are obvious.
I wish that some appreciation
of these hazards could have
prevented anyone from having
memorials as magnificent as Mts
Rainier and St. Helens.

glenb bandy
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english prof seeks office
ASARCO keeps trying

by shauna titus
Charles Frank, Professor of English at the University is seeking election in
the November 4th elections as Port Commissioner for the Port of Tacoma.
Frank is running against incumbent Robert G. Earley in this non-partisan race.
The Port Commission in Tacoma consists of three commissioners with

by melissa crites

is difficult to prove that arsenic is a carcinogen because

Smith, who will serve until 1977 and Walter Cotton, who will serve until 1979.

The American Smelting and Refining Company

there is, as yet, no hard and fast evidence against it. Dr.

The Port Commissioner, as an agent of the county, is the executive body

(ASARCO) and the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control

Ruth Weiner, dean of the Huxley College of

individual terms expiring every six years. Commissioners include Richard D.

Environmental Studies at Western Washington State

for the Port District. The purpose of the district is:
"to acquire, construct, maintain, operate, develop and regulate within the

Agency 1PSAPCA1 are not the best of friends.

district a system of harbor improvements, rail or motor vehicle transfer and

PSAPCA met in Lacey to hear ASARCO's appeal from

terminal facilities, water transfer and terminal facilities, air transfer and

regulations on the amount of arsenic it can release into

Last week, October 20 through 24, ASARCO and

terminal facilities, or any combination of such transfer and terminal facilities,

the air. Aresenic is an end-product of all copper smelters

and other commercial transportation, transfer, handling, storage and terminal

but is of major concern to Tacoma because ASARCO

facilities, and industrial improvements."

produces 100% of the Nation's commercial arsenic

Revised Code of Washington 53.04.010
Amended 1963

trioxide, a pesticide agent. There is a strong link suggested
between arsenic and lung cancer.
ASARCO was refused a variance from its arsenic

Professor Charles Frank is

emissions last May. PSAPCA then began to charge
ASARCO $250 for each day they failed to meet the

running for the office of

visible emissions from the arsenic facilities and require the

agency's 1974 emission standards which prohibit any
application of best available technology for control of

Tacoma Port Commissioner.

be unconstitutional while the variance denial was being
appealed and was granted a Pierce County Superior Court

the Port wants to do and

injunction to stop PSAPCA's actions.
At the close of the hearings last Friday, plant manager

should be consulted," he

Armand Labbe announced the ASARCO will file another
variance request from the arsenic and smoke emission
standards before January 1, 1976, meaning that nothing

said.

Thursday that it can't be assumed that there is no effect
from arsenic trioxide emitted into the community by the
smelter. Our own Dr. Jeff Bland of the UPS Chemistry
department said in his testimony that some chemicals
may not be carcinogenic in themselves but can change
into carcinogens after enter thebodYASARCO continues
to argue that they are presently meeting federal arsenic
emission standards. They recognize the potential danger
of arsenic but only in amounts much greater than the I to
3 micrograms per cubic meter of air they say they are
emitting. ASARCO witnesses continually stated during
the hearings last week that arsenic occurs naturally
everywhere in the environment.
Needless to say, what a hassle. PSAPCA really has only

visible emissions containing any arsenic: from other
production facilities.ASARCO considered such fining to

"People should know what

College, testifying on behalf of PSAPCA, said last

intelligent hunches to work with regarding arsenic's
toxicity. They feel it is a danger and they feel ASARCO
can control their emissions via a "bag filtration" system.
The closure of ASARCO, if emissions are not controlled,
would result in a tremendous loss of payroll in Tacoma.
But, according to Mr. Arnold Brannock of PSAPCA "we
have the potential of bringing any type of non=polluting
industry into the tide flats."
This is the situation. Should Tacoma keep her valuable

yet has been decided. Smelter officials feel that the
increasingly severe local and federal arsenic emission

and gaining potentially serious health problems? Or,

standards threaten to close the 85-year-old smelter.
Frank's interest in running began as a resident in Fife, a community
affected by the Port's activities. Port actions included waterfront or
near-waterfront acquisition, but with little or no forewarning by the Port to
residents of what was to take place in their area. According to Frank

industry, ASARCO, at the risk of losing her environment

It has been estimated that ASARCO spent $100,000
on their plan of attack last week.High- powered attorneys

should PSAPCA shut down ASARCO and lose its revenue
but gain a potentially healthier living environment?

tried to make the PSAPCA attorney and witnesses look as
though they didn't know what they were talking about. It

give
to the
march
of Dimes

farmlands became waterways as the Port pushed back this waterfrontage to
make way for the port.
Frank "views with alarm this loss of farmland and particularly with the
manner in Which it was bought." He strongly believes that the Port should be
more accountable for its actions.
"People should know what the Port wants to do and should be consulted."
For example, the Port is supposedly following a "Comprehensive Plan."That
"Plan" has not been unveiled, he said.
Frank would like to see "positive development" in the Port--what the
Revised Code of Washington terms a"total port." He would like to see a break

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE •UBLISHER

from the narrowness in terms of the Port's emphasis on tonnage and heavy
industry, toward diversification with concern for the long-range effect on the
environment.
His is a platform slating three objectives:
1.1 Planning--herein lies d'major problem" of the Port. As a

I

public agency conforming to the RCW's, Frank urges a planned
"development of resources--shipping, aquaculture, fisheries
and recreation in every advantageous way."

g All we do

2.1 Balance--Frank's objective is for a healthy balance between
economic development and preservation of beauty and natural resources.

Get a second pair 0 glasses quickly. ia
is copy the lenses ot your existin glasses and
•
reproduc them in. great new CO' heroes.

3.1 Voter Wants--Frank will be attempting to fill the function of

%oosee the

a Port Commissioner defined by the RCW's, while responding to the needs
of citizens.
He sees voters want and need information and accountability from

G\urnblon

the Port in areas of taxes, agriculture loss, the threat to
natural environment and unemployment.

Y o Ps areas.
°Pen at Mall

Frank sees himself as the "ideal candidate." "There is no way I could

These matrimonial

personally benefit by a special or vested interest." However, incumbent

type bureaus,

Robert Earley is a contractor. His firm "for years has done business with
other businesses in the Port complex." This is no secret, as Earley has filed
public disclosure forms stating his business in conjunction with West
Coast-Orient Lumber. But, it is Earley's business position and his Port
commission position which Frank seriously questions.
"If this isn't conflict of interest, I don't know what is. In this case it's
unavoidable. What the people need in their Port is objectivity," he said,
A positive approach, a more objective approach of setting "goals and

Halloween Film
Spectacular!

policies within the confines of state law." is Charles Frank's approach in
seeking election as Port Commissioner of the Port of Tacoma on Tuesday,
November 4th.

NO GIGANTIC
CIRCULATION!
THAT'S WHY ALL
CLUBS, BOOKS,
COMPUTER DATING
AND OTHER
SERVICES
FOR SINGLES
ARE
BIG RIP-OFFS!

advertising mediums
can't do the job that
an ad in your local
daily or weekly
newspaper can do.
Haven't you noticed

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY in Mc006 25 cents

that newspapers are
where these singles

Pe r3oNALk1

outfits run ads in the

S

FOR SALE 1970 Buick Gran Sport, 350 C.I. 4 barrel,

first place? Now, you

7:00 Hunchback of Notre Dame 1923

Version
with Lon Chaney

8:30 Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein

P.S., P.B., AT., AM-FM, Rear Defroster, Chrome Wheels,
Studded Snow Tires, Good Gas Mileage, Many extras!

10:30 Wait Until Dark starrin g Audrey Hepburn

Excellent condition. Asking $1595? Call 756-4408.

12:30 The Tomb of Ligeia
FOR SALE Yamaha Classical Guitar, 2 years old, Good
Condition, New Strings, $75. CALL John at 627-3321
after 6 pm.

3# A uaorto

Sr Pt.%

also

By Edgar Allen Poe,
with Vincent Price

Bambi Meets Godzilla and Cartoons!

know why we have a
policy of turning down
many single ads!

THE BULLETIN
P.O. BOX 7331
TACOMA, WA
98407
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marian snyder
teresa of avila

three poems

the day you were Don Quixote
and the voices were talking
to you in Spanish
when you put down your books at Columbia

to tiny reg, with regret

and took up Cervantes in the charity ward

my, look at all the waves you've made

at Mt. Sinai

and so much throw-up money

and then I was afraid to go to Bellevue

spilling into fat hands

where your dark eyes

it's really rather funny

were the proof of all your

that the charming music

wrong choices between the land

is filtered through the silver and gold falling

of our chaotic sleep and survival.

from little girl's eyes

we talked vaguely of Pound

bouncing off the baby grand

and how the eccentric are

no, you never missed your calling

either genius or not

order love and loyalty

but we were talking through the bars

it's paid off fame and royalty before

you had built in your head

say goodbye to closed doors

I've gone back to school

that hide the talent of poorer days

and I shall always buy the morning news

when you broke your ass

oranges for lunch

on songs that conspired with stars

because the rules are enough for me

and never let you down

what a scare,

now you play for the golden crown

God, if the voices

there's more prostitution in the soul

had borne the promise of salvation

than whores have known since Eve

the proof of miracles

King of AM rock you are what everybody needs

known only to you

making a pig of yourself

who suffer and hear

on the new world

then would you have been

but music— Cortez, is dead

mad or saint

and the culture you feed on

swing

will never reach your head
trumpet piano sax

so swallow the salty carbohydrate of success

dimmed but vibrant

while you stroke the taffy ivory keys

caught on the same breeze

with gluttonous tenderness

that
brushes
a yellow dress
Hello. This the beginning of the new bi-monthly page devoted exclusively to fine arts.
I invite and encourage you to submit your poetry, photography or drawings in
manuscript form to the TRAIL office in care of the fine arts editor. Any suggestions
on content or layout would be most appreciated.
John Wong
P.S. Support Crosscurrents.

leaning longing
listening
slender fingers
in the grooves
of the lamp post
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director
explains
program

tat; 1 entertainment

October Activity calendar boasts 25
student sponsored events offered out
of the 31 days of the month. Weekly
programs are being introduced in the
Cellar X featuring Buster Keaton film
festival, cartoons and folk singers.
Another new wrinkle includes

cyrano is breathtaking

Semi Solidarios, in his second

tournaments, like chess, which will

year as Director of Student

eventually involve competition with

Activities, is the originator of an

other schools.

effective, efficient concept in running

The new policy of the Boogie

by anna hibbard

student activities. Solidarios

Committee is quality. They hope to

If the old saying "the best is yet to come" applies to

established what is known as the

provide better bands, as well as more

the Seattle Repertory Theatre, then local theatre buffs are

committee system at UPS last year,

frequent dances.

in for an outstanding season of performances.
Edmund Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac, as directed by

bringing the Loggers up to date with

Taking the responsibility of

college activity programs throughout

homecoming, spring weekend and

the state, enabling communication
and exchange on innovative ideas

other bits and pieces is the Special

Seattle Center Playhouse last week. The company
presented a performance as outstanding in activity, set

amongst the colleges.

is homecoming week, which should

Duncan Ross, opened the Rep's thirteenth season at the

Events Committee. Their first project

design, costuming and directing as it is in written

The quality of the new UPS

be a good indication of how effective

text. The five-act play, adapted and translated for the

student activity program begins with

the UPS activity program can be.

Rep by Brian Hooker, kept the audience hypnotized for

the organization of ten special

nearly three and one half hours. With a cast of 60 and
nearly 130 different roles, Cyrano marks the largest

committees. These ten committees

production in the Rep's 13 year history.
The two intermissions afforded the audience a chance

Cellar Ten, Outdoor Recreation,

include: Campus Flicks, Lecture,
Special Events, Games, Showcase,

to catch its breath between Cyrano's magnificent antics

Campus Boogies, Performing Arts

as swordsman and poet, to his forlorn grief as a romantic

and Popular Entertainment. Each
committee has a chairperson and is

lover.
Portrayed by Cahil, the audience vividly recalled the

comprised of selected, interested and

ever present roles of "beauty and the beast" as Cyrano)

qualified candidates. The committee

with his hopelessly long and ugly nose, professed his love

chairperson is responsible to

for the beautiful Roxanne, played by Katnenna Ferrand
Ferrand draws the sympathy of the soft-hearted in the
audience with her portrayal of a love warm and tender
yet stubbornly bold. The words and wit of Cyrano,
loved so rapturously by the fair maiden, are masked
behind the guise of Christian performed by Lee Corbit.
From the light-hearted comedy of Cyrano's wit, to his
tender tears of love for Roxanne, the Rep's Cyrano de

tuning cuts campus

showcase an hour short
The first hour of Campus Showcase on Wednesday,
October 22 can be described using only one word; boring.
The piano had to be tuned and it took almost an hour
to get it done. Some people stayed and conversed with
friends for the hour and got to hear Harvey Pittel do a
great performance on his saxophones. Others, in states of
frustration, walked out without giving a Harvery a chance
to make the long wait worthwhile.

Solidarios, who advises and

premiered last Thursday night before 3,500 people.

coordinates their actions when

the american
symphonyprerniere

Bergerac captured a nearly spellbound audience.

by janet dodge

Dr. Leroy Ostransky's symphony, "The American"

by tae rasperry

the SUB Lounge what he calls an "informance." He
explained his instruments and music as often as he
actually played the music.
Pittel had a scpranino saxophone with him which is the

his scpranino "John." He also had a soprano and alto
saxophone with him.
romantic, baroque, and rock. It was the kind of music
that would appeal to anyone and it seemed that everyone
there Wednesday night really enjoyed it.
variety of artists into the Puget Sound area brought
Campus Showcase this great performance. It is sponsored
by the National Endowment for the Arts and the Sears &

students should be insured free time,
but also given alternatives other than

Ostransky's musical celebration of America was

studying for their leisure time.

conducted by Milton Katims of the Seattle Symphony

"As with every new system, the

Orchestra. The symphony, based on three well-loved

and works. It was a humorous and
informative talk which brought
variety to the recital. It was
interesting to learn about the
composer and his works while getting

Professor Kaiserman will be on
December 5, in which he will be

"Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child," a traditional,

of an activity program," concluded

doing some of Liapunovs children's

romantic spiritual and for a change of pace, "The Barnyard

Solidarios.

and Christmas music. The third

Song," a Kentucky children's nonsense tune.

The results so far of this year's

Adding an extra flair to Ostransky's new work was the

program have been good. The

program will be on February 20,
1976.

accompaniment of the University of Puget Sound
Adelphian Choir, directed by Bruce Rodgers and the
Pacific Lutheran University Choir of the West, directed by
of the schools that their choirs combined for a
performance.
The remainder of the program featured Katim's
minor,Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances, Op. 45, Nos. 2
and 3 and Gershvvin's An American in Paris.
Ostransky, composer in resident and

Professor of

Music at University of Puget Sound for 29 years was

American professor. Among other fames, his new

BOB'S TOTUM MARKET
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite
Your Neighborhood Food Center
6th &

Proctor Ave.

symphony has been commissioned by the Washington
State Bicentennial Commission as the official Bicentennial

somers, newell head
inquest cast
The Inside Theatre's next production,

Inquest,

Ethel Rosenburg
Juluis Rosenburg

and join in. It was neat that a world famous saxophonist

Emanuel Block

could do such a great job of performing and explaining

Clerk/Bailiff
Irving Saypol

NOVEMBER 3

.

1)*

Doug Newell

Dave Chavez

Judge Kaufman

Charles Warren

Reporter

Paul Dean

Reporter

Eric Pinder
Kris Karlstrom

FBI Agent

Mitch Kane

FBI Agent

John Coffey

Matron/Ann Sodoroyich

PIANIST

Grant Kinnear
Jerry Hooker
George Knight

Harry Gold

ANNE STAPLES

Corky Somers

Roy Cohn

David Greenglass

Cecilia Koontz
Ric Anderson

Rabbi

Tom Reinert
Robin Degon
Assistant Directors are: Bill Bingham and Cheri Cozort.
Inquest will be presented on campus on Dec. 4, 5, 6
Ruth Greenglass

124 H. TACO/IA AVE. 383-2126

gave a brief documentary on his life

UPS is getting somewhere as students

because it shortened the performance. Everybody was just
starting to become uninhibited enough to ask questions

CRAf l'

Professor Kaiserman not only
played the music of Liapunov but

begin to realize what they want out

still tentative and is subject to change.
Cast in order of their appearance:

SPECIAL BUY ONE -RICHLIFE " VITAMIN C 500m., .250 tablet al Om REGULAR
PRICE OF S8.1'5 and GET THE SECOND ONE AT ONE HALF PRICE

music of the Russian composer,
Sergei Mikhailovich Liapunov.

protest song sung by workers on southern waterfronts;

person.
It was too bad that the show started an hour late

00 0"- S

He performed the first of a series of 3
recitals surveying the solo piano

mistakes will take their toll; however,

directed by Tom Somerville, has been cast. The cast list is

7007)

recital of David Kaiserman, Pianist.

- Lowlands Away," a 19th century

folksongs included

people to get to know the artist as both a performer and a

for just a small group of UPS students.

Jacobsen Recital Hall just about
had its full capacity of people on
Friday, October 24th due to the

the opportunity to listen to his music
too.
The next recital performed by

Roebuck Foundation.Eye-5 audiences benefit by meeting
the artist at informal settings which make it possible for

to properly manage an allocated

of Leroy Ostransky's fourth symphony, The American.

State Symphony.

Eye-5, a community arts project which brings a wide

provide for people and learning how

Thursday night to join in the spectacular world premiere

recently selected by People Magazine as one of 12 great

The types of music performed by Pittel were pop,

leadership but also as learning to

Over 3,500 music enthusiasts were on hand last

selections which included Haydn's Symphony No. 80 in D

only one of its kind in the world. It has a high F+ key. It
was given to him personally by John Selmer so he named

role of chairpersons as not only

budget.
Solidarios explained that college

Maurice Skones. This marked the first time in the history

Harvey Pittel put on for the small group of students in

necessary. Solidarios explained the

kaiserman plays
liapunov in
recital fri.

and 10, 11, 12, 13. This show also may go on tour to
Seattle and perform on the REP stage.

JERRY
LEWIS
THE FAMILY JEWELS"

IN
NOVEMBER 5
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If you're at Lakewood
Center this Saturday and
see a huge crowd of stereo
freaks carrying away
free color posters, catalogs ;
registering for free S-7
speakers, JVC receiver; and
BSR turntable, buying
Sansui 661's for just
$239 ($110 off regular price),
and Feeling the Power in the
Demo Room,you'll know
we got our new Tacoma store
open on time. Come join the
bash. I I am- 6 pm. Phone 582-6464
fpeake
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booters lose

7-0, tie 2-2

SOCCER AMERICAN, the

sports
UPS hosts Central Washington State College tomorrow

the 'Cats' are led by linebacker Steve Shaw (No. 25), a

afternoon in Baker Stadium in the Loggers' final 1975

senior from Ellensburg. Shaw was First Team

home football game. Kick-off is slated for 1:30 pm.

All-Evergreen Conference last year and is having another

UPS is currently 5-1-1 for the season and 4-0 on the

fine year this fall.

home turf. The Loggers have won their last two contests.

Central holds a 15-14 series edge off the Loggers with

Central comes to Tacoma with a 3-3 record, riding

one contest ending in a tie. UPS captured last year's fray

high on three consecutive victories. The Wildcats have

pace and temper. Neither team

Fraser University as the top team in

dominated and neither team won.

North America. UPS Soccer Loggers

UPS scored midway through the

lost to Simon Fraser in Vancouver

first half on a Gordon McCabe pass

last week end.

cwsc last home game
in Ellensburg, 21-0.

beaten Western Washington, Southern Oregon, and

The Wildcats will be the third consecutive UPS

Eastern Oregon in order, good enough for second place in

opponent who entered the game with a 3-3 mark. The

the Evergreen Conference.

previous two went away at 3-4. Central is also the third

against WWSC was raggedly even in

chronicle of U.S. soccer, rates Simon

to Earl Nausid for his first goal of the

It was raining, cold and flattering

season. About ten minutes later,

for the Loggers as they shut out

fullback Mike Holzgang punched a

Simon Fraser in the first half

ball up to forward Nick Papini who

although the score was 1-0. (Even

placed it in the upper corner to give

Simon Fraser said the ball did not go

the Soccer Loggers a 2-0 lead.

into the goal in the 32nd minute.)
After the game, SFU's coach said

The Vikings, who were out for
revenge, came back a few minutes

that the Loggers had the best defense

later with a goal of their own. The

they have played against except for

first half ended with UPS ahead 2-1.

UC-Berkeley. (That includes the

At the second half, Western came

University of Washington,

out determined to win and scored a

Washington State, Seattle Pacific and

second goal in about five minutes.

Stanford.) UPS top defenders were

Neither team managed to net another

fullbacks Russ Steele, Gordon

goal and the game ended 2-2.

Coach Tom Parry's Wildcats are led by QB Terry Wick

and final UPS opponent of the year who has a series edge

(No. 7) and running back John Ross (No. 33). Wick, a

against UPS. The first two had the margin cut by the

senior from Blanchet High in Seattle, has been the

Loggers.

Holzgang.
Goal keeper Ken Tallquist played

leading rusher in the Evergreen Conference, averaging 75

Tomorrow's
football contest will be your last
chance to see an excellent football team in action this

league record and a 1-4-2 season
mark. With four league games left,

a phenomenal first half, but left the

the Loggers look for three if not four

yards a game and over five yards a carry. Defensively,

year. (And I don't mean the Wildcats.)

second half due to illness. Later

wins.

Wildcats signal caller and total offense leader the past two
seasons. Ross, a Bremerton junior,is currently the third

washburn key in chico defeat
The University of Puget Sound football team came up
with another outstanding defensive effort last Saturday to
defeat Chico State University, 35-12.
The Loggers threw Chico State for losses of 46 yards
rushing and allowed only 48 yards through the air; thus
giving the Wildcats a total offense of two yards for the
game. In addition, UPS blocked two kicks and recovered

UPS - Washburn 1 yard run ; Wagner kick
UPS - Washburn 3 yard pass from Angle;

at 10 am again at Steilacoom. These

the Loggers cannot really be

should be two fine matches for the

0

UPS- Baker 1 yard run; Wagner kick

21

Chico State - O'Connell 22 yard pass from

28

0

28
28

6
12

35

12

Garife; kick blocked

Wagner kick

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS

tie. It was also their fourth home win against no defeats

Football

UPS

7

21

hockey gals lose
The Lutes had the luck last week
as they swamped the UPS field
hockey team 8-0.
Both the officials and coach Alice
Bond feel the skills of the UPS team
have improved although not enough
to score against PLU. In addition, the
UPS leading offensive player was out
of the game for the second half due
to injury. The game goalie had never

Oregon State University at 2 pm at

o

14

moved their season count to five wins, one loss, and one

CHICO STATE

most of the night for the next day's
encounter with Western Washington.
The final score of the game was

commanding 21-0 halftime lead.
For UPS, it was their second consecutive win, which

3

weekend as Saturday they host

7-0 Simon Fraser, but the efforts of

UPS - Washburn 1 yard run; Wagner kick

UPS- Emerson 8 yard pass from Etherington;

2

Two of those wins will be this

same while a starter rested an injury

described.

UPS scores. The senior fullback scored three touchdowns

and third win of the year over a California foe.

another player succumbed to the

UPS CSU

Wagner kick

Chico State - Ames 1 yard run; pass failed

Tri Delta 8, Alphi Phi 0
A-L 21, Chi-0 0

4

Total

12

12

A-L 19, Alpha Phi 0

7

35

Gamma Phi 3, Hawaiians 0

Now the Loggers have a 1-3

Steilacoom and Sunday they
encounter the University of Oregon

7

four opponent fumbles.
Offensively, it was Frank Washburn who provided the
in the first quarter as the Loggers got on their way to a

McCabe, Tony Kiriluk, and Mike

Loggers just as they are coming into

Saturday's game in Bellingham

Wanted! Ski Instructor
For Ski School at Crystal Mountain

Contact Northwest Sport Store
in Tacoma
or call 475-3446
in Seattle call

33,500.000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

their own.

838-0494

Big play of the game.
0)/3t

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

even practiced the position. UPS was
also hampered by a shortage of

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

players and had to play 10 against

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

11.

0 I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
Even so, Coach Bond classed the

game as "the best game they played
so far."
Wednesday. UPS travelled to PLU
for a rematch, the results of which

r PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

were not available at press time.

Name

Downstairs at the

■

Address

HARBOR INI 17
ttc24,J' 1 F_ 1(r-d,p

City

State

Zip

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Cellar Restiaurant -

Gig

HarboçWa. 98335

ir

,

,

Ethnic Foods
Homemade Soups
& Pies
AT THE BLINKER LIGHT

OPEN TUES-SAT
11:30-9:00 858-3996

752-3551

6th Ave. & Proctor

Tacoma, Wash.

UTILITY PAYMENTS, STATIONERY
FOOD STAMPS
—HALLMARK CARDS, GIFTS, HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES-

It's the real thing. Coke.

•
rally squad shows spirit
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Among mud-covered football players, striped officials
and screaming fans, you may have noticed ten figures

by rod nichols and ty morris

when the Loggers are winning and it is really easy for us
to get excited."

dressed in green and gold plaid, cheering and leaping

Tom Saunders feels that the fans must build on the

under rainy skies on the muddy track. They are neither

enthusiastic support that was given at the Pacific

clowns from a passing circus, nor frustrated students

Lutheran game.

letting out their anxieties. They are members of the UPS

If we had the kind of excitement generated for each
game, with the advantage of playing on our own

rally squad.
This group of UPS students consists of Sherry Dundei,
Jill Wark, Erika Judson, Elaine Kittinger, Sally Jacobsen,

specialized turf at Baker Standium, the Loggers would be
seven points in front before game time.

Eileen Galt, Tom Saunders, Steve Fleischmann, Jeff
Luthold and Don Pick. They show up for every home

At times, the rally squad does instill excitement into

game and attempt to motivate our typically apathetic

the UPS crowds. This adds more enjoyment for the fans

crowd to react with loud noise. Their job is nearly

as they are actually taking part in the game. And,

impossible as they have ten voices against up to 5000.

opposing teams know that they will not only be facing a

However, if you listen closely, over the many drunken
voices you might just hear a LCGGER cheer.

great team but also great fans who are behind the Loggers
Loggers at every game at home and several away. Their

Puget Sound something to get excited and cheer about

enthusiasm should be considered and appreciated by

this year. This has made the job of the cheerleaders much
easier.

everyone--students, teams and coaches. We need more

As Sherry Dundei says, "There is such an atmosphere

October 28 the University of
UPS rally squad, l-r: top--Sherry Dundei, Tom Saunders, Sally Jacobsen.
middle--Erika Judson, Eileen Galt, Jeff Luthold, Elaine Kittinger, Don Pick.

Washington defeated UPS in
volleyball.

bottom--Jill Wark, Steve Fleischmann.

Z GRAND OPENING DANCE 0

AC K Do
Discotheque
041) 0
AV*
0
Underneath the Harvester Restaurant
at North 1st and Tacoma Ave.
Your Favorite Beverage

Never a Cover

Now Open Tues. thru Sun. from 8pm

-0
Z

Tues.-UPS nite-6 to 8-Chicken &
Spaghetti $1.99 8 to 10-1/2 price Beverages
Wed.-Ladies nite everything 1/2 price for
all ladies

0

Special Guest Host fri. & sat. ni

Boogie Down to the
Big Disco Dance Sound

)=1)

7

THE BACK DOOR DISCO 0
Where Your Friends Are
0
O Friday, October 31st
Ron Gardner for
0 Host
the First Annual Monster

Mash
and Costume Ball $50 prize
< for best costume and runner up
prizes of albums and dinners
Ce I

Z

show their school spirit.

wash burn player of week
The Logger "D" was awesome in

quarter to lead UPS in the romp.

last Saturday's football win over

Washburn scored on runs of one

Chico State and deserves a great deal

Yard, and caught a pass from Clay

of recognition for its continuing

Angle covering three yards. He is

excellence. Ed Lundberg, John

currently the third leading rusher and

Clymo, Dan Kuehl, Bob Ogden, and

the second leading scorer on the

Bill Linnenkohl, to name a few, were

team.

outstanding in Saturday's game. UPS

Frank is from Punahou High in

held Chico State to only two yards in

Honolulu, Hawaii, and has lettered

total offense for the entire game,

twice in his career at UPS. As a

recovered four Wildcat fumbles, and

sophomore, he averaged eight yards a

blocked two Chico State kicks,

carry here, and then picked up nearly

providing one of the keys to the big

five yards a try in 1974.

victory.
But this week's Player of the

The record for touchdowns in a

Week, equally important in the win,

game by a UPS individual is four
touchdowns, and Frank's three in a

is not even on the defense.

quarter is expected to be a school

Senior fullback Frank Washburn

record or tie a school record.

scored three touchdowns in the first

MEN'S INTRAMURAL RESULTS
Soccer

Football
Beta 35, Theta Chi 7

Hoopers 3, Todd 0

Law School 13, Allis 0

Beta 4, the TEam 2

SAE 7, JFSC 0

I, House 7, Theta Chi 1

Sigma Nu won by forfeit.

Phi Delts won by forfeit.

Fri. & Sat.- Giant Disco Dance Contest'
$50 1st prize

RON GARDNER

people like the members of the rally squad to actively

Sigma Nu 2, ROTC I

featuring

HALLOWEEN NITE

and showing that support. The rally squad supports the

Paul Wallrof's gridders have given football fans at

-D

rn

AWNIODEL

LUIVIREitt

ON OLD HWY 99-ONE MILE NORTH OF HOLIDAY INN

MESSAGE
BOARDS

Do yourselfa-shelf.

3-10" BIRCH SHELVES WITH ANTIQUE WOOD
2-3 in. STANDARDS FRAMES $6.79

INDOOR SUN

6 BRACKETS
COMPLETE SET

2-2 ft. GROLUATTUBES
COVER AND STAND
$22.95

$12.49

SAVE $1.00-BRING THIS AD
WEEKDAYS 8-5:30,SAT 8 4:30 922 0202
.

-

-

:JOHN MANSFIELD,JR
ALER ARROCIATt

0

OFF: 752-7777
RES. 752-5117
TACOMA BOARD OF REALTORS

•

MULTIPLE LISTiHu SERVICE

TA-com_A. EVEcAs...-r•ir
NORTH

IWO •NAPKINI

0
>

0 GRAND OPENING DANCE Z

1807 NORTH STEVENS
TACOMA. WASHINGTON
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the trail is the weekly publication of the associated
students of the university of puget sound opinions

blood battle scheduled

expressed in the trail are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect those of the university of puget sound,

The TRAIL staff will meet the ASUPS Senate in a

its administration, faculty, associated student body, or

game of co-ed flag(?) football this coming Wednesday,

the puget sound trail staff.

Nov. 5, at 11 am Todd Hall playing field.
The game promises to be an interesting contest with a

trail office-room 214, student union building 1500 north

number of long simmering grudges coming out into the

warner, tacoma, washington 98406, 756-3278.

open.
Our sports forecaster predicts a close score, though

yearly subscription, $5.50.

many of the Senate members have had experience with
intramural football. In order to minimize this difference
the TRAIL staff has been having intensive practice

...........
......._
---....
christian fellowship meets tonight

k

sessions this past week.
The Senate is noted for its overpowering weight,
last-minute decisions, and endurance. Pluses on the

The focus on All Hallow's Eve will be on Martin

TRAIL side include underhanded attacks, poison-pen

Luther's way of saying how "faith alone" can keep the

offenses and bold retractions.

spirits from haunting you, on October 31st, 1517, in the
Kilworth Chapel tonight at 7 pm.

free phone calls offered
You can call home free, no charge to students if your
parents reside in Washington, to tell them about HJR-19.

contact requested
Students involved in last spring's avalanche with P.E.
87 please contact Allan Sapp. Harrington 309, x4638, by
Nov. 7th about left over equipment.

Call home on Sunday from 12 am to 10 pm and
Monday from 9 am to 10 pm at the following locations:
ASB office, Housing office (Sunday only), KUPS office,

students simulate crimes

TRAIL office, Tamanawas office, ASUPS Annex, room 1,

For the past several weeks UPS students have been

and the Minority Lounge.

working with police trainees. Every Wednesday students

intersection features hare krishnas

play the characters in scenes dramatizing police cases. The
students are urged to improvise and try to mess the

The Hare Krishna Ashram of Seattle will lead a Mantra

trainees , the investigators„ up as much as possible.

Meditation and Yogi Food Feast in the Lounge of

The scenes help the trainees gain experience at

Kilworth Chapel Tuesday, Nov. 3 at 7 pm. The purpose

handling different situations. So far robberies, shootings,

will be to train people on how to use chanting to raise

rapes, family disturbances, chases, and property

their consciousness toward whatever they believe.

destruction have been covered. More crimes are
scheduled.

soc club needs support

If you're interested in participating the sign-up sheet is

Sociology Club needs your active support. We need

posted outside the theatre department offices on the

idea; for speakers, et al ...
All sociology majors please come to the weekly

basement floor of Jones Hall.

meetino in the SUB lounge at 4 pm Tuesday.

symphony concert upcoming
The second Tacoma Symphony concert will be held

photo exhibit wants entries
The Floating Foundation of Photography invites
amateur, student and professional photographers from all

on Nov. 4 and 5 at the Clover Park High School and the

parts of the U.S. to enter E Pluribus Unum, an American

Temple Theatre, respectively.
It will be a pops concert featuring Jorge Morel. He has

photography exhibition.

been described as an "extremely talented guitarist," by
the Oakland Tribune.
Both performances begin at 8:30 p.m.

starvation examined
"Must Millions Starve?" will be the title of this fall's
Thompson lecture. The speaker will be John Scott,

The entry categories are alblack and white
photographs and blcolor slides. Entries should represent
some specific aspect of American experience. The
deadline is Jan. 31, 1976.
The F FP is a nonprofit, tax-exempt public foundation,

„

chartered in New York, and headquartered on a 40 foot,
two-story houseboat that is used as a gallery and a study
environment.

vice-president of Radio Liberty and former Associate

For more information write: EPU/The Floating

Editor of TIME Inc.
It will be held Thrusday, Nov. 6 in Kilworth Chapel at

Foundation of Photography, Box 480 Mossybrook Road,
High Falls, New York 12440.

7:30 pm. Scott will talk about the areas of the world
most affected by starvation and the possible solutions to
the problem. Scott will be in the Seattle area for several
days, speaking to various groups.
Another Thompson lecture will be held this spring.
The lectures were established when President R. Franklin
Thompson retired and became university Chancellor.

foreign students to visit trek
The International Students Organization is sponsoring
a trip to Northwest Trek, Sunday, November 9. Cars will
leave from in front of the SUB at 12:30 and return in late
afternoon. If eight more students sign up, the cost to each

kups programming
Tuesday, November 4: Steve McLellan presents one
hour with the Rolling Stones at 4 pm.
Thursday, November 6: Jim Cobb presents Barry
Manilow's new album, "Trying' To Get That Feeling," at
4 pm.
Friday, November 7: Mike Sherman presents one hour
with Led Zeppelin at 10 pm.
Saturday. November 8: Ron Rohne presents one hour
with Commander Cody and his Lost Planet Airmen at 1
pm.

participant will by $1 instead of the usual $3.50.
Trek is a new wildlife viewing and preservation area
where the visitors tour in pollution-free busses, while the
animals roam free.
Interested students are asked to turn in their money to
Ann Robertson, room 106, Harrington Hall. Students

film festival on tuesday
TUESDAY FUN FESTIVAL OF FILM 8:0O& 10:00
Featuring:
-AWARD-WINNING TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

with cars are also urged to help out.

-NARROWS BRIDGE COLLAPSE

german dept. sponsors films

-SOLO (an award-winning film of breathtaking
photography depicting the

The German department at UPS will again sponsor
showings of German feature films.
"Der Findling," a modern adaptation of the novella by

exhiliration of mountain climbing)
-SOLO: BEHIND THE SCENES (shows how SOLO
was filmed)

H. Von Kleist, will be shown Thursday. November 13, in

HEN HOP (experimental hand-drawn animation)

McIntyre Hall, Room 006. It will be in German with

-EGGS (this award-winning film was shown on PBS's
"Great American Dream Machine")

English subtitles. The movie is complimentary and open
to the public.

-KRASNER' NORMAN .. BELOVED HUSBAND
OF IRMA (hilarious film about a man's misadventures
in a pay toilet)

